
TIMES FOR 
IMAGINATION
Youth exhange - Ussita, Italia 
6-15 settembre 2022



CENTRO 
FONTI SAN 

LORENZO



Centro Culturale Fonti San Lorenzo is a voluntary organization committed to 

preserve and make alive one of the few

socialization spaces of the homonymous district of Recanati. Born in the early 

1990s recovering a farmhouse and the

surrounding park abandoned, then becoming a permanent home of its activities 

under a convention with the Municipality,

the association grew over time, struggling to make that space a place of 

aggregation, cultural proposition, solidarity and

participatory democracy.

The cultural center is one of the main aggregating reality of the Region, both for 

quality and quantity of initiatives. In 27

years of activity, the center has involved young people (from 3 to 99 years old) in 

Recanati in many recreational, cultural

and social initiatives based on the values of participation, care, individual and 

collective self-realization.
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 ABOUT THE 
YOUTH 

EXCHANGE "Covid21 - Times for imagination" was born in the heart of a historical, 

emergency phase: the coronavirus pandemic that is imposing on the whole 

world.

The exchange therefore allows first of all to overturn the point of view (today, April 

2020, largely settled) that crises represent a process to be undergone, just as 

political and social decisions must be taken as true without questioning them. 

Overturning the scheme, recognizing a reality instead that is constantly 

changing, represents a first message.

Open dibate and share from 7 different contrys about: how have we reorganized 

ourselves? What reaction did civil society have? Here, in comparison between 

opinions and actions, it could become an opportunity to broaden the responses 

to the collective field and civil coexistence, to see in the defense of the weakest 

a possible horizon of action, which concerns us and which involves our acting as 

European citizens and men / women of the world.



BASIC INFO:
Start date: 06/09/2021
End date: 15/09/2021
Duration: 8+ 2 travel days (06/09/2022 - 15/09/2022)
Age: from 18 to 30 years old
Participants: 6 + 1 team leader
7 different countries: Italy, Portugal, Bulgaria, Poland, 
Turkey, Slovenia, Spain.
APV: to be confirmed



WHAT TO BRING?

- sportwear

- trekking and/or tennis shoes

- K way

- sweaters (in the night it will be 

less than 15 degrees)

- water bottle

- picnic rug / towel

- towel and  shower products 

(shampo, gel, solar cream)

- European health card

- Identity Card or passport



YOUR TRAVEL 
TO ITALY

06/09/2022

Arrival time: before 5pm in Ancona or Porto Recanati, 

after bus until Ussita

15/09/2022

Departure time: from Civitanova at 12am

Because we will have a bus that will take us to ussita 

and bring us back on the 15th, we asked to organize the 

trips at precise times.

NEREST AIRPORTS:

- Rome

- Bolonia 

- Ancona

WEB TRAIN OR BUS:

- TrenItalia

- Flix bus

- Italobus



WHERE 
ARE 

WE HOST?
Colorito di Ussita Camping

Situated at 900 metres above sea level in the center of the Sibillini’s 

National Park in the locality of Ussita. It’s a beautiful camping with 

wooden houses:  7 structures with double / triple rooms, for a total 

of 98 places with self-management treatment. It also has a 

multipurpose hall, bar with games room, soccer field, volleyball 

court, bowling alley, parking.

The “Bove Mountain” protects the camping and it gives trekking 

opportunities in the heart of nature.



CONTACT
Maru

projects@centrofontisanlorenzo.it

+39 3348209477

SEE YOU SOON :)


